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ROY’S ’57 DISASSEMBLY PLANT 

the first NCRS judging re-

treat in 5 years.  Way more 

on that later as well. 

With all the hubbub about 

the introduction of the 2014 

Stingray, Chevrolet keeps on 

adding to the excitement of 

the new car.  They recently 

announced they will be mov-

ing the Performance center 

from Michigan to Bowling 

Green.  This really makes 

sense logistically because the 

Performance center is 

where, for a few grand you 

can help a GM technician 

build your Corvette engine 

and then help put it into 

your new car.  Can you imag-

ine the shipping costs that 

will be saved and passed on 

to the consumer?  Keep imag-

ining. 

As you all have noted from the 

chapter calendar published in 

last months newsletter, imme-

diately following our March 

meeting we will again be 

traipsing off into the hinter-

land of Kansas to the garage 

of our judging chairman to 

view, and conduct a judging 

school on the nearly complet-

ed frame of Tracy’s ’63.  This 

trip, if Tracy has the heat 

turned on, will be a very in-

teresting trip.   

At the school we will be intro-

ducing the newly updated 

NCRS judging standards to you 

all.  The standard hasn’t 

changed a lot, but the new 
(Continued on page 2) 

Unless you have been in a 

coma for the last week you 

know Kansas finally has a 

winter.  And, from the 

sounds of it, it’s going to get 

worse.  But, like they say, if 

you’re in Kansas and you 

don’t like the weather, wait 

a minute.  Sure makes it hard 

to get the ole Vette out and 

enjoy. 

What a month we have had 

in our chapter.  Starting off 

with our little slave session, 

oh, I mean tech session at 

Roy Esters garage on the ’57 

chassis tear-down, which is 

featured later in the news-

letter, and finishing up with 

several of our members, 10 

to be exact, heading to the 

warmer climes of Dallas for 
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NCRS Events Calendar 
 (National & Local) 

NCRS web site http://www.ncrs.org           
then click on the Events link. 

 Mar 9 - Midway USA Chapter Meeting 

    & judging school 

 Apr 11->14 - NCRS S.E. Regional 

   @ Nat’l Corvette Museum 

 Apr 27-28 - Vette’s & Harley’s at the Zoo 

   @ Hutchinson, KS Zoo 

 Apr 13 - Midway USA Chapter Meeting 

 May 16->18 - New England Regional 

   @ Marlborough, Mass 

 Jun 8 - Midway USA Chapter Meeting 

 Jun 8 - Midway USA Benefit Car Show 

 Jun 9 - Lake Afton All Wheels Car Show 

   Featuring Corvette 

 Jul 21->25 - NCRS National Convention 

Midway USA Chapter of NCRS, Inc. 

Officers & Committee Chairs 

Chairman  Kurt Geis   (316) 773-0774 

Vice-Chairman Rick Smiley   (316) 729-8388 

Secretary  Jim Coote   (316) 789-0005 

Treasurer  Dallas Keller   (316) 729-4290 

Technical   Phil Lorenz  (316) 729-8987 

Judging   Tracy Crisler  (620) 752-3131 

Activities   Dale Green   (316) 636-2410 

Midway USA Chapter Merchandise 
Midway USA Chapter Banner 

2 x 5 is $25.00     3 x 7 is $57.40 

X-Press Signs & Graphics (has moved to) 

3845 W. Harry  (316) 613-2360 

Midway USA Name Tag 

$7.00 for either the magnetic or pin type 

Can be purchased at Apple Graphix 

2429 W Douglas Ave  (316) 942-5426 

standard puts HEAVY emphasis on the CDCIF judging 

matrix and its application.  In case you have forgotten, 

CDCIF stands for Configuration, Date, Completeness, 

Installation and Finish.  Tracy is working on the fine 

points of the presentation, and we will be using his 

chassis to do practical application of the CDCIF.  You 

will have a great time, learn a lot and come away much 

more comfortable and qualified as a judge.  I know 

those of us that went to the judging retreat and had 

this explained to us did. 

One change in the afore mentioned chapter event cal-

endar.  The tech session for April has been changed.  

Not sure what it will be, but I couldn’t wait that long 

to get my ’72 back on its own tires again, so the power 

steering is set up.  We’ll think of something to do. 

Until March 9th, stay warm, warm up before you go out 

and shovel the snow, and I’ll see you all at the meet-

ing. 

 

http://www.ncrs.org/
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Published by: 
Midway USA Chapter of NCRS, Inc. 
14123 W. Onewood Ct. 
Wichita,  KS  67235 
email: midwayusa@ncrs.org 
http://www.ncrs.org/midwayusa/ 

Proudly sponsors 
Midway USA Chapter 

of NCRS 

Davis-Moore 
Chevrolet 

8200 W. Kellogg 
Wichita, KS 

(316) 749-4000 

NCRS currently judges 1953 
through 1996 model Corvettes 

Master Roy’s Latest Project - By Kurt Geis 

Immediately following our February chapter meeting most of the members in attendance followed Roy 
Ester, or someone else to Roy’s garage for a slave labor, I mean tech session on how to dis-assemble 
the chassis components on a solid axle Corvette chassis.  The afternoon turned out to be very interest-
ing and fun for all. 
 
After having the fun of doing a chassis restoration on my C3 over the last couple of winters, I personal-
ly was amazed at how truly simple the early Corvette chassis was.  It helped me understand why Roy 
might enjoy doing the ’57’s so much. 
 
On arrival the group quickly divided into two groups, one on the front suspension and the other doing 
the back suspension.  Master Roy was standing by in a typical plantation owner fashion with most of 
the necessary tools to do the job.  He also oversaw and provided guidance to make sure we did the job 
not only right, but in the easiest fashion possible. 
 
A few of our members had prior experience in the art of disassembly, so they jumped right in with 
wrenches in hand and started the process.  Those of us with less experience either chipped in with 
help, stood back and watched, or took pictures.  Of course, there was the occasional period of laugh-
ter.  We all had a good time. 
 
In all, the process took just about an hour and a half to complete.  In amazement most of us com-
mented on how simple the job was, and how simple the early Corvette suspension was to work on or 
tear down. 
 
After the job was complete Master Roy did as any good owner would do after the job was done.  He, 
at the objection of most of us, treated us all to lunch at a nearby burger place.  We all left happy, 
full, and with a small feeling of accomplishment. 
 
Thanks, Roy, for yet another great afternoon in your garage.  Let us know when you want to start on 
the next project. 

http://www.ncrs.org/midwayusa/
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More pictures from Roy’s disassembly plant - By Dale Green 
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Why does it never fail, when you have something you really want to do that involves travel somewhere, 
mother nature always throws a wrench, or some nasty weather at you.  Well, that’s what she pulled on us 

on February 20, or at least she tried. 

With snow coming our way, or already arrived for some, the trip to Dallas, or more specifically Grapevine, 
TX wasn’t necessarily easy, or fast.  But, for 10 of our chapter members, 6 from Wichita and 4 from outside 
Wichita it was a trip to remember.  And well worth it, as we were greeted by clear skies and temperatures 

in the high 50’s to 70’s.   

The two day retreat was, in my opinion, the very best two days spent cooped up in a hotel meeting room I 

could have ever imagined.  And it was worth far more than the $225 admission fee. 

The retreat was divided into 2 sections, with day one being spent in a classroom environment and day two 
being hands on application of what we learned on day one.  The presentations made by the instructors 
were extremely informative, and most of all clear and easy for this old man to understand.  The pace was 

fast, but not so fast that those of us, like me, with feeble minds couldn’t keep up. 

The classroom presentations were of a lecture style with a Powerpoint presentation and graphic to empha-
sis the topic.  Starting with Judging 101 and completing the day with an unbelievably good presentation on 

judging paint by Tom Ames, the day went by quickly. 

As I mentioned in my comments earlier, the primary topic of the weekend was the new application, or 
should I say emphasis of the judging matrix, the application of the CDCIF concept.  This emphasis, when 
applied correctly will result in more consistent judging of the originality part of the judging process.  To 
put it simply, if we, as a chapter, use the matrix of CDCIF as it was presented, the entire judging process 

will be completely simplified and make judging a car not only simpler, but more fun. 

Day two was when the rubber met the road.  With the assistance of judging instructors the attendees were 
paired up to hit the “judging field.”  We were given generation judging choices upon registration, but 
wound up judging not only from our choice, but also other generations of cars.  Each pair judged each of 
the four judging sections; chassis, mechanical, exterior and interior.  One section on one car, and then ro-
tated sections and cars.  We were given 50 minutes to judge each section.  Yes, 50 minutes.  The comfort 
in that was that we were not expected to complete each section.  This was a learning experience, not a 

judging meet. 

The end result of the retreat was not to learn specifically how to judge, but to learn the judging process, 

which in turn taught us how to judge more efficiently and more consistently.   

When applied properly, the CDCIF matrix really does make the judging process easier to understand, makes 
it consistent and way more fun.  Like I said before, the retreat was the most fun and most educational time 
I’ve spent around a Corvette.  I, and I think I can speak for all that attended learned a ton, and also feel 

far more comfortable with my judging skill that before the retreat. 

Now, with the help of those that attended, we will start passing on what we learned at the retreat to you, 
our members.  It will take a few judging school days, but it is well worth the time.  Remember, we start 

this process on Tracy’s chassis on March 9th. 

The 1957 Corvette was the 1st mass produced American automobile 
 to offer 1 horsepower per cubic inch of engine displacement 

(283hp/283ci). 

Did You Know 

2013 NCRS Judges retreat report - By Kurt Geis 
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The February 2013 monthly meeting was held on the 9th and called to order at 9:03 AM (a minute earlier than last 

month, probably because there wasn't any food to distract us) by the chapter Chairman, Kurt Geis.  There were 18 

members in attendance and two guests. 

Chapter Business: 

 Kurt welcomed us all, especially John Rupright, a member we haven't seen in awhile, probably because he lives 

90 miles away.  But that didn't stop him from bringing his son Dan and another visitor by the name of Will 

Baker.  Hopefully we'll be seeing their names on the next "Membership Roster". 

 In usual fashion, there were many derogatory remarks concerning the minutes, some coming from the leader 

who should be setting an example for the rest of us.  As it turns out, guess he was right 'cause I found the typo 

he was referring to.  You'd think since he has the last "written" word in the newsletter that he could correct a 

couple of typos and keep my reputation untarnished.  Despite the comments, it was moved that the minutes be 

approved as written, typos and all I guess, and Dale Green seconded the motion. 

 Dallas Keller, our treasurer advised that we have $2582.43 in the bank plus our usual $100 in savings.  He said 

that was after sending $125 to the American Heart Association which came from our Christmas Party and pay-

ing for the plaque that will be given to Davis Moore for their sponsorship.  Dallas said that he has received 

"Thank You" notes from the American Heart Association for our donations this past year in the amount of 

$770.  He also showed us the plaque that will be given to Davis Moore which is pretty impressive.  Kurt dis-

cussed his preferable locations, which did not include the men's room, but we'll see how much sway he has with 

the new general manager. 

 Kurt briefly commented on the technical session that we had last month at Tracy Crisler's since most of us were 

there and he had pretty well covered the event in the newsletter.  If you missed it, we are sorry because it was 

quite informative, eventful and darn cold! 

New Business: 

 On the 2nd of March, another Saturday but not our meeting day, Casey Coats has invited us to look over his 

newly finished rolling chassis at Wilhite Auto Services in Derby.  More details will be sent to you before the 

final hour.  If he really wants to impress us, he should make arrangements for us to "view the body" at its cur-

rent location and in its current state after we check out the frame! 

 Following our regular scheduled meeting on the 9th of March, we will again proceed out to Towanda to judge 

Tracy's '63 rolling chassis.  Leave the doors open over night, Tracy, so it won't be so cold! 

 For April, we have nothing planned to date.  We had hoped to have a Tech Seminar on setting up power steer-

ing, but couldn't pull it together just yet.  However, we will have a meeting.  As long as Kurt is our chairman, 

we'll have a meeting.  He just might have something to say! 

 May has been scheduled for a judging school, but we need a topic.  Any ideas?  Rick Smiley, our Vice Chair-

man who fills in for Kurt when he has nothing to say, indicated that he might have the possibility  of a '67-435 

from his club in Hutchinson that we can judge.  Stay tuned to the" Midway USA Tune Up", or better yet, come 

to the meetings. 

 As for the "Chapter Event Schedule for 2013" printed in last month's newsletter, Kurt says that it is still a work 

in progress.  Nothing is set in concrete except the Car Show in June and the Picnic in August.  In other words, if 

any of you have a suggestion, let someone on the board know about it. 

February Meeting Minutes  -  Midway USA Chapter of NCRS, Inc. 
Minutes Prepared By Chapter Secretary Jim Coote 
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 This year's Lake Afton All Wheels Car Show is featuring the Corvette and is being funded by the four Vette car 

clubs in the area.  The "T" shirt for the event was shown to us and the opportunity to preorder to be sure our 

size is available when they arrive.  If you haven't paid for your shirt yet, see Kent Michael as he is ramroding 

this project. 

 Dallas said that his wife, Kerri, is working on being set up to do the embroidery on the shirts that Bev Smiley 

has volunteered to investigate pricing for the club.  Rick is waiting for the "right" time to advise his wife that 

she is in charge of this project.  Maybe Dallas can advise Rick on how to best handle this kind of situation as it 

is obvious Dallas has a better handle on this than Rick.  Dallas showed us a sample of our logo that Kerri has 

created on her machine.  It looks good: now we are waiting on Rick! 

 Rick gave us an update on Central Kansas Corvette Association's (CKCA) car show in Hutchinson in April, 

which has been changed to a two-day event, the 27th and 28th.  It is called "Vettes & Harleys at the Hutchinson 

Zoo", a fund raiser for the Zoo.  See Rick for more details, or better yet, ask Bev! 

 Tracy, by way of a phone since he had to work today, called our attention to a poll being taken on the NCRS 

web-site concerning interest in having a "For Sale" section on the site.  Vote if you have an opinion. 

 Rick had to announce that someone was interested in his opinion for a change, and held up an unknown rag 

called American Car Collector, which quoted his 7-word comment on a subject that no one else was interested 

in enough to comment.   As a practicing psychologist, I'd like to suggest that both this club and Bev start to lis-

ten to Rick more often before he has a meltdown.  Besides, the rumor is that he has a permit to carry! 

 In the winter 2013 edition (Volume 39, Number 3) of the Restorer, Dave Houlihan, our resident "Black Hat" 

member, has an article on an index to the 1980 Assembly Manual that he created.  It looks like quite an effort 

and a time consuming task but quite helpful to anyone owning a C3.  But what about the rest of us, Dave?  Roy 

Ester added a different view by questioning why anyone would need an AIM!  This from a guy that had to have 

the whole group over after the meeting to tear down a C1 frame.  Can't help wonder who is going to help him 

put it back together! 

 The annual Sunflower SWAP Meet held the first of the month caused little discussion, except for the emphasis 

that was put on how Joe Elliot traveled to the Meet.  Apparently, due to the increase in gas prices, Joe rode his 

bike to the Meet where he bought a clock for his '64.  Not having to pay for parking helped with his purchase.  I 

thought Joe had corrected his mileage problem by installing a 36-gallon fuel tank in his transpo! 

 Rick showed off his new 1963-4 Corvette Technical Information Manual and Judging Guide which is the 6th 

addition and new in 2012.  Kurt pointed out that the club has some manuals to loan out under the care of Tracy.  

You can borrow one for your use with a time limit.  See Tracy if you need one. 

 

At 9:45, directions were given on various ways to get to Roy's for the tech session following the monthly meeting.  

At 9:55 a motion was made to adjourn, a second was made and all voted in favor of the motion.  The problem with 

this group is that some have trouble saying goodbye.  

After Dale Green showed videos of last month's tech session on installing riveted ball joints, we all followed Joe to 

Roy's for the tech session because he was the only one who understood Kurt's directions!  

February Meeting Minutes  -  Midway USA Chapter of NCRS, Inc. 
Minutes Prepared By Chapter Secretary Jim Coote 
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As mentioned earlier in the newsletter, the following is a list of the events planned for the chapter 

for the remainder of this year: 

 

February 9, 2013    Tech seminar at Roy Esters, C1 chassis disassembly 

March 9, 2013   Judging school, early C2 chassis components at Tracy Crislers 

April 13, 2013   Open 

May 11, 2013   Judging school, topic to be determined 

June 8, 2012   Midway USA Chapter benefit car show 

June 9, 2013   Lake Afton All Wheels Car Show featuring Corvette 

July 13, 2013   Regular meeting, no special events scheduled 

August 10, 2013  Chapter picnic, site to be announced 

September 14, 2013 Chapter judging meet 

October 12, 2013  Judging School (topic to be determined) 

November 9, 2013  Open 

December 14, 2013 Chapter Christmas party (site to be announced) 

2013 
 CHAPTER EVENT SCHEDULE 

Road Trip Opportunity 

Verle Randolph of the Oklahoma Chapter of NCRS has invited our chapter members interested in joining 

the Red River Chapter of the Solid Axle Corvette Club in a weekend road tour of S.E. Oklahoma in early 

May.  Those interested may contact Verle at (918) 520-7862 or verlegr@att.net. 

More pictures from Roy’s disassembly plant - By Dale Green 
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Member  ______________________________________________________________________ 

Address  _________________________________  City: _______________________________ 

State  ___________  Zip: __________ - ______  Email: _________________________________ 

Home Phone ________________  Mobile _______________  

List of Corvettes: 

 Year  Color  Style  Additional Comments for Corvette 

 _____   _______________   _______   _________________________________________ 

 _____   _______________   _______   _________________________________________ 

Restoration Experience (if any) _____________________________________________________ 

 _____________________________________________________________________________ 

Midway USA Membership Date ___________ NCRS Member #  _______ 

National Corvette Restorers Society 

Midway USA Chapter of NCRS 
http://www.ncrs.org/midwayusa/ 

Membership Application 

Membership Dues: 

Midway USA Chapter of NCRS ($20.00) __ Check # ____  Cash  

A NCRS Membership is Required. By Internet http://www.ncrs.org/membership/index.html 

    NCRS Membership is $35.00  By Phone (513) 385-8526 

 

Mail this application and check written to Midway USA Chapter NCRS: 

Kurt Geis  (NCRS-KS) Membership Chair / Chairman 

14123 W. Onewood Ct.  

Wichita, Ks 67235  

(316) 773-0774 

The Midway USA Chapter of NCRS 
promotes the enjoyment, preservation and restoration of Chevrolet Corvettes.  

We meet the 2
nd

 Saturday of each month at Davis-Moore Chevrolet 8200 West Kellogg. 

The National Corvette Restorers Society Mission 

     Formed in 1974, the National Corvette Restorers Society is a non-profit hobby group of 15,800+ fami-

lies dedicated to the restoration, preservation, history and enjoyment of Corvettes made from the model 

years 1953 through 1996. 

     If you are looking for a 1953 - 96 Corvette: The seller is telling you "the numbers match". Do you know 

what they mean? Are they truthful? Join the NCRS and learn from all of the information we have gathered 

in the last 33 years to make a wise decision when you purchase your Corvette. 

     If you already own a 1953 - 96 Corvette: No matter what you are up to, NCRS members have been 

there before. Benefit from all of the information we have gathered in the last 33 years to make better and 

smarter decisions as you restore and maintain your valuable Corvette. 

http://www.ncrs.org/midwayusa
http://www.ncrs.org/membership/index.html

